


Under the regime of  the modern bureaucratic police state, identity is less an essence 

than a manner of  presentation; it is not so much self-fashioning as self-documenting. 

Governments care less about authentic identity, in any philosophical or psychologi-

cal sense, than about the fact that one’s papers are in order. Dana Teen Lomax here 

o! ers up such documentation in the most radically confessional work of  poetry 

ever published: itemized bank statements, life insurance policy information, a park-

ing ticket and subsequent delinquency notice, collections agency noti% cations, ele-

mentary school report cards, California twin registry information, a Peace Corps 

placement letter, dental records, Pap smear results, blood tests, a certi% cation of  

completion from a birthing class, certi% cates of  merit and literary awards, rejected 

and accepted grant proposals, a RateMyProfessor scorecard, rental agreements, pay 

stubs, Googled images, identity theft registration, and so on. The complete manu-

script is eighty-one pages long, a count that correlates to the statistical average life 

expectancy of  a white woman in the United States today.

 Identity, we learn in Disclosure, is always nostalgic. Thus, the documents Lomax 

produces here freeze a moment in time—when Lomax weighed 145 pounds, or was 

in sixth-period study hall, or was placing fourth in the Junior Golf  Program, or was 

delinquent on her bill payments. However, although those papers remain a % xed 

part of  her permanent record, she will continue to change; she is unstable, mutable, 

unpredictable. The sequence challenges the reader to resist inventing and imposing 

a narrative to connect the discrete atomic facts of  each document. The work is thus 

also a mirror into the reader’s subjectivity, trading the intimate details of  Lomax’s 

life in exchange for disclosures about the reader’s most re' exive prejudices and pre-

suppositions. As Trinh T. Minh-ha said, in an interview that inspired Lomax: “To call 

attention to the subjectivity at work and to show the activity of  production in the 

production is to deal with % lm in its most natural, realistic and truthful aspect.” Here, 

the resonance continues between the ostensible objectivity of  the information in 

factual records and the exposed prejudices and social ideologies of  those records’ 

generation. Facts themselves are socioeconomic beings, and every document in Dis-

closure is in collusion.
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